
Fancy Oils can Cause Troubles 
Comments from Mr. Tech  

Motor oil comments from Mr. T...    
"Mobil 1   vs   other high performance"  
 
Watching TV advertising this evening prompts me to send you a 
note. 
  
Castrol is a British brand, so I would love to say nothing but nice 
things, however, reality is different.  
Castrol are currently advertising oils giving claimed metal 
protection 8X that of Mobil 1.   Beware. 
  
I have no reason to suppose these claims are flawed, but therein 
lies the problem.  Performance car maintainers in UK have been 
quietly avoiding mega-protective lubricants for some years now 
because  
they provide so much protection that they inhibit the necessary 
breaking-in process necessary for reliability under stress in 
engines. 
  
Running-in or breaking-in of engines is the process whereby all 
the parts in constant contact with each other accimatise to each 
other like the human parties in a marriage, and where through a 
little give and take they become used to each others' faults and 
foibles. 
  
The same applies in the maiden voyage of a ship where the 
process is known as "finding herself." A car "finds" herself in the 
same way. 
  
Trouble arises when engines protected from their own breaking-in 
process are put under pressure by the driver pressing the throttle 
hard in the most innocent and proper fashion. Parts that are not 
broken in fail together catastrophically, no matter how fancy the 
oil. 
  
Modern engines are made with such precision and prior 
experience that they need little breaking in before being pressed 
to hard work, but to a dumb machine, all hard work comes as a 
surprise. 
  



The qualities of Mobil 1 are something I have measured in engine 
wear personally over many years in two Mercedes engines where 
I have used nothing else over about 170,000 miles, including 
running-in periods. 
  
Experience tells me not to use oils more protective than Mobil 1 
until an engine which started life on it has covered at least 60,000 
miles. 
  
In fact, personally, I would never use them at all in an engine that 
might be called upon to "perform" on various occasions.  The 
results might be like keeping very fit until the age of 80 and then 
confidently hopping into a ring with Mike Tyson. 
  
The original brittleness of a bone matters little after instantaneous 
reduction to a paste.  Same with engine parts.  An engine is a 
community of parts that know each other intimately.  Not a 
spontaneous bar-room brawl between strangers.  
  
Hope these analogies don't obscure the point.         Best Regards, 
Mr. T. 

 

 


